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Frendly Sites: Advanced Photo Editing Suite for Windows that includes 22 of the most popular photo effects and editing tools. Itâ€™s a low cost photo editing software for Windows which gives you a great way to enhance, edit or just start from scratch with your photos.Q: Facebook Advanced Display - Problems with line wrapping Question I created a webapp where I have a list of items. The items can be booked and
can have a lot of info about them. The info is div'ed up in the following way, with two line breaks between the item title and item description: // Title // Description In the settings for the app I allow Facebooks Advanced Display to show this info. They love this method of displaying this info as it doesn't require the user to scroll. However, when there is a long description, it just show the text for the description cut off
and not the text below the description. The important part is that the item is being listed on Facebook with: CSS .myitemid-description { line-height: 18px; } The div containing the description is: Long description here Does anyone know how to work around this problem? I can't seem to find a solution. Regards Tobias A: I've found a workaround, but it seems like a total hack and I'm not entirely happy with it: If you
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